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Electronic excitations on silver surfaces
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The surface electronic structure and optical response of Ag has been studied using angle- and energy-
resolved photoyield~AERPY! and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! using low energy
photons~2.7–18 eV!. ARPES data for Ag~100! exhibit an unexpected dispersing feature which cannot be
assigned to a direct transition peak in theGX direction of the bulk Brillouin zone. The origin of this feature is
found in the surface mediated indirect transitions related to the direct transition in theGL direction. From the
AERPY experiments, the adlayer standing-wave-like bulk plasmon mode is clearly observed in Ag~100! and
Ag~111! thin films. The silver multipole plasmon is observed both on Ag adlayers and bulk single crystal
surfaces at 3.7 eV. No signature of the multipole plasmon is observed around 6.7 eV, in disagreement with the
prediction of thes-d polarization model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.045413 PACS number~s!: 73.21.2b, 73.20.Mf, 79.60.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

A determination of electronic excitations on metal su
faces and collective modes, in particular, is important for
understanding of the surface optical response. Theore
work on the surface response of metals has been perfor
extensively, and there is reasonable agreement betwee
theory and experiment for free-electron-like metals.1–7 How-
ever, in metals such as Ag, the optical properties of wh
have also been studied extensively, this agreement has
been reached; here the influence of occupied 4d bands on the
surface collective excitations results in a remarkably diff
ent behavior compared to the free-electron-like metals.
example, the energies of the Ag bulk plasmonvp and mono-
pole surface plasmonvs are drastically reduced due to th
presence of the filled Ag 4d bands. Considering thes elec-
tron density from the free-electron model,vp is expected to
be about 9 eV, but because of the interaction between 5s and
4d electrons, it is reduced to 3.8 eV;8 similarly, vs is reduced
from 6.5 eV to about 3.63 eV. The dispersion ofvs with qi
~i.e., momentum parallel to the surface! in Ag differs quali-
tatively from simple metals. In simple metals it has an init
negative slope, whereas in Ag it has a positive slope eve
the limit of smallqi . Besides, the magnitude of this positiv
slope differs for different crystal faces of Ag and is anis
tropic for the~110! face.

The monopole surface plasmonvs is an oscillating shee
of charge on the metal surface, whose charge distributio
the direction perpendicular to the surface (z direction! is a
simple peak, i.e., it has a monopolar character.2,9 However,
there exists higher order oscillation modes on the surf
whose charge distribution in thez direction can have a node
i.e., they are of dipolar or multipolar form. This is themul-
tipole plasmonmodevm which has been theoretically pre
dicted, and identified on many metal surfaces.2,5–7,10–15Par-
allel to the surface, bothvs andvm propagate such as plan
waves with alternate positive and negative regions. Th
along the surface both the modes are dipolar in nature.

The collective excitation modes on Ag have been a to
of controversy in recent years because of the disagreem
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between time-dependent local-density approximat
~TDLDA ! based theoretical calculations16 and energy-loss-
spectroscopy low-energy electron diffraction~ELS-LEED!
measurements17 about the existence of the multipole pla
mon vm mode on Ag. In theqi50 limit of the ELS-LEED
spectra, a peak at 3.74 eV was obtained by subtracting
data for two different impact energies. It was argued by
authors that this peak cannot be due to the bulk plasmon
interband transition, or an elastic reflectivity structu
Hence, by default, the feature was interpreted to be the
multipole plasmon.17 The s-d model based TDLDA calcula-
tions, on the other hand, predicted the existence of the m
tipole plasmon above the interband offset at 6.7 eV.39 An
early study for polycrystalline Ag films using total pho
toyield spectroscopy shows features near 3.7 eV and 3.85
that were assigned to monopole plasmon induced by sur
roughness and a spurious signal, respectively.18 Nonlocal ef-
fects were observed in the reflectivity spectra of Ag overla
ers on Al and with increasing coverage the bulk plasm
peak was found to shift towards lower energies and to gr
in intensity.19 Ag total photoyield has been measured by u
of the photoemission into electrolyte technique and peak
3.8 and 3.6 eV were observed in thep- to s-polarized yield
ratio.20

A theoretical treatment of the Ag surface excitations
computationally demanding because thes-d hybridization
modifies the single-particle wave function, leading to ban
structure effects, and the time varying fields are modified d
to the mutual polarization ofs andd electron densities.2 Fei-
belman discussed the surface excitation spectra of Ag
calculating thes-d matrix elements using surface perturb
tion to the Lang-Kohn potential. This model predicted a le
negative slope ofvs in the qi50 limit, and explained its
dependence on different crystal faces.21 Liebsch argued that
since the energy of the Ag surface plasmonvs ~3.63 eV! lies
below the onset of interband transitions fromd states~3.86
eV!, in the calculation of Ag surface excitation spectra it
justified to neglect band structure effects and consider o
the s-d polarization.22 The main feature of thes-d polariza-
tion model is that the 5s and 4d electrons are a two-
©2004 The American Physical Society13-1
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component system, whose electrostatic interaction exte
up to a certain distance from the surface, and for thes
electrons which spill out in the vacuum this interaction
absent. The 4d states are replaced by a polarizable medi
with local dielectric functioned(v). The positive dispersion
of vs has been successfully explained by thes-d polarization
model.22,23 Liebsch predicted on the basis of thes-d polar-
ization model that the multipole plasmon mode should
observable in Ag around 6.7 eV.16 He argued that the electri
field of the multipole plasmon is short ranged even in
qi50 limit since its charge density exhibits an extra nod
Thus, the influence of thes-d polarization on multipole plas
mon vm is supposed to be weak.

The effect of collective excitations on the photoemiss
spectra is a topic of renewed interest.24–28It has been shown
that surface screening effects can alter the line shape o
rect transition peaks from thes band in Ag~111! and
Ag~100!.24–26 The observed asymmetric line shape for t
direct transition in angle-resolved photoemission was
served in Ag and this was attributed to the variation of
electric field at the surface due to the“.A term in the pho-
toemission matrix element, whereA is the vector potential.
This term is generally neglected in photoemission matrix
ement calculations. A strong modification of the photoem
sion line shape has been found in Li near its bulk plasm
frequency.27 Quantum confinement effects in the absence
a confining barrier have been recently reported for Na ad
ers on Al.28 These quantum resonances are observed bec
the screened incident photon field is dynamically enhan
and confined to the overlayer.

Here we study the surface electronic structure and opt
response of Ag using low-energy photons~2.7–18 eV! by
angle- and energy-resolved photoyield~AERPY! and angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! since the col-
lective excitations in Ag are expected in this photon ene
range. Both epitaxial Ag~100! and~111! adlayers as well as a
Ag~100! single crystal were studied to understand the surf
electronic structure, and to search for the multipole surf
plasmon, in particular. In fact, AERPY is the most suitab
technique for identifying the multipole plasmon since t
dominant monopole surface plasmon cannot be excited
light on a smooth crystalline surface. AERPY investiga
theqi50 limit which is not possible without extrapolation i
EELS experiments. Although a large body of literature exi
on ARPES on Ag~100!, to the best of our knowledge, pho
toemission spectra with low photon energies~3.5–8 eV!, i.e.,
in the region where the collective excitations occur, are
reported in literature.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at Berliner- El
trononen - Speicherring - Gesellschaft - fuer - Synchrotr
strahlung~BESSY! using a commercial angle-resolved ele
tron spectrometer~ADES400 from VG, U.K.! at a base pres
sure of 6310211 mbar at the 1-m Seya Namioka monochr
mator equipped with two spherical gratings. Al~111!,
Al ~100!, and Ag~100! crystals were electropolished an
mounted on the same sample holder and were cleane
04541
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repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing. A sharp
31) low-energy electron-diffraction~LEED! pattern was ob-
served for all the surfaces. The overlayers were prepared
depositing silver on both the Al substrates simultaneously
room temperature, using a Knudsen-type evaporation
operating at about 800 °C. The pressure during deposi
was about 3310210 mbar. The coverage was calibrated u
ing a quartz-crystal-thickness monitor. Ag and Al being la
tice matched systems~lattice mismatch,1%), thegrowth is
epitaxial and was monitored by LEED. The growth rate
Ag was kept at 4 Å/min.

The AERPY measurements were performed by record
the intensity at and just below~0.1–0.4 eV! the Fermi energy
EF as a function of photon energy in the constant initial st
~CIS! mode.3,6,7 The advantage of AERPY over total yiel
measurement is that it does not have contributions from
elastically scattered secondary electrons, which are diffi
to analyze and may also depend on surface quality
sample preparation history.7 The data were recorded in th
normal emission geometry usingp-polarized light incident at
45° to the surface normal. The angular resolution of the a
lyzer was 3°. The energy resolution for photoemission m
surements was 100–200 meV, as measured by the widt
the Fermi level, and has contributions from both the analy
and photon energy resolution. For the photoyield expe
ments, photoemission intensities just below the Fermi le
were measured and there are no sharp structures in the
toemission spectra in this energy range. Hence, the resolu
for photoyield measurements would mainly depend on
photon energy resolution, and the stability of the monoch
mator and measurement electronics. The stated photon
ergy resolution of the 1-m Seya Namioka monochromator
the 600 lines/mm grating at 20 eV is 500 (E/DE),29 which at
3 eV photon energy would imply aDE of 6 meV. The data
were recorded with a minimum step size of 10 meV and
closest lying features~featuresC andA with about 100 meV
separation, discussed later! could be separately identified
The monochromator was always driven in the same direc
to avoid backlash error and the energy positions of the
ferent features in the photoyield spectra, considering the
tistical scatter, were reproducible within610 meV. Thus
small shift in peak positions could be measured. The featu
in the photoyield spectra were fitted with Voigt functions a
a smooth background using a least-square minimiza
routine.7 Such fitting procedure enhances the reliability
determination of the peak positions, particularly for featu
which appear as shoulders to a main peak.

In order to excite lower energy electrons, the work fun
tion f of Ag was reduced by a submonolayer deposition
Na. Energy distribution curves in normal emission were
corded with a 10 volt bias applied to the sample. The d
were normalized by measuring the photon flux using a g
mesh and a GaAsP diode. The contribution of Ag 4d levels
from the second-order light from the monochromator is e
mated to be about 8% of the total intensity in the enhan
ment region. However, data were also collected with a Mg2
window ~with cutoff above 11.8 eV! and a borosilicate glas
window ~with cutoff around 4.5 eV! in the incident light path
to ensure that the features observed in the CIS spectra ar
3-2
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ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS ON SILVER SURFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045413 ~2004!
related to the higher order light from the monochromat
Moreover, the contribution to the intensity from the secon
order light was corrected by subtracting a CIS spectrum m
sured just above the Fermi level.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Photoemission

In order to perform meaningful AERPY experiments, it
important to ascertain that the yield in the region of inter
is not strongly affected by photoemission lines that cha
their binding energy with photon energy, e.g., dire
k-conserving band-to-band transitions. These could ea
mimic yield structures, since in the AERPY technique t
yield is recorded at a particular binding energy belowEF ,
such that the features passing through this energy c
cause features in the AERPY spectrum which might be e
neously assigned to collective excitations. Hence we be
with a careful analysis of features in the photoelectron sp
trum of Ag~100! and~111! at very low photon energies. Th
ARPES spectra recorded in normal emission for Ag~100! are
shown in Fig. 1. The energy scale is referred to the Fe
level EF . The spectra exhibit the Fermi cut-off~at 0 eV! as
well as the secondary edge~for example at 3 eV for thehn
57 eV spectrum!. The inset in Fig. 1 shows a direct trans
tion peak D which disperses towardsEF with decreasing
photon energy and is not observable below 9 eV photon
ergy. The sharply rising intensity around 4 eV binding ene
is related to the Ag 4d band states. The spectra recorded w
hn,9 eV exhibit a weak feature~marked asI ) which dis-
perses with photon energy~Fig. 1!. This featureI is observed
in experiments on both a Ag~100! crystal as well as epitaxia
Ag~100! thin films on Al~100!. Although, compared to the
direct transition peak, featureI is hardly visible ~see, for
example, the spectrum withhn511 eV in inset of Fig. 1!,
once the dominating direct transition disperses throughEF

FIG. 1. Ag~100! normal emission ARPES spectra as a functi
of photon energy~6–18 eV!. The inset shows the direct transitio
peakD which disperses towardsEF with decreasing photon energ
and is not observed below 9 eV. The spectra are shifted along
vertical axis for clarity.
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this feature is clearly observed. In order to understand
origin of I, we have recorded the ARPES spectra using p
ton energies as low as 3.5 eV by decreasing the work fu
tion (Df51.75 eV) of Ag with submonolayer Na depositio
~Fig. 2!. We find that featureI disperses up toEF with de-
creasing photon energy~Fig. 2!.

The band structure of silver has been studied by ARP
on Ag~100! by many groups.25,30–34Wu and co-workers stud
ied the GX band by normal emission photoemission o
Ag~100! and showed that below 30 eV photon energy t
spectra could be successfully explained by direct transiti
between the initial and final state bands on the basis of
calculated band structure.35–38 The dispersing peak~inset,
Fig. 1! is assigned to direct transition from theG12X48 s-p
band to the unoccupiedG15X1 band along theGX direction
and has been observed by many groups.26,33,34The calculated
band structure of Ag in theGX andGL direction is shown in
Fig. 3 from Fusteret al.37 The appearance of featureI is
surprising, because no direct transition peak is expected f
the GX direction of Ag~100! band structure in the norma
emission ARPES for the low photon energies used in
present experiment~Figs. 1 and 2!. In fact, if we were to
construct a final state band, assuming the initial state giv
rise to I to be theG12X48 band, it would be parallel to the
unoccupiedG15X1 band, but shifted towards lower energy b
about 5.7 eV. Such an unoccupied Ag band has not b
reported by any band structure calculation. It is not poss
that the transition is from a different initial state band to t
unoccupiedG15X1 band, since that would mean that the in
tial state is aboveEF . We find that the mysterious featureI is
obviously not a surface state or surface resonance sinc
disperses with photon energy.

We show in Fig. 4 normal emission ARPES spectra~open
circles! with low photon energies (hn<8 eV) for a 22 ML
thick Ag~111! film on Al~111! ~where ML stands for mono-
layer!, where the work function has been reduced through

he

FIG. 2. Normal emission ARPES spectra for Ag~100! with de-
creased work function~by submonolayer Na deposition! as a func-
tion of photon energy~3.5–6 eV!. Inset shows a comparison o
feature I in Ag~100! and Na deposited Ag~100! spectra forhn
56 eV.
3-3
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deposition. The direct transition peakD corresponding to a
transition from theG258L28 band to the unoccupiedG15L1
band ~Fig. 3! in the GL direction is clearly observed. Th
Shockley surface state just belowEF , observed for clean
Ag~111!, is suppressed because of Na deposition. For c
parison, spectra recorded with the same photon ener
from a Ag~100! surface~filled circles! are shown below the
Ag~111! spectra~Fig. 4!. Although it is slightly shifted to-
wards lower binding energy, the shape and dispersion of
ture I is very similar to the direct transition peak in theGL
direction from Ag~111! surface. The similarity between fea
ture I and the Ag~111! direct transition peakD indicates that
it is related to it. Surface umklapp processes which mov
transition fromGX to GL direction might explain this fea-
ture. However, since featureI is observed for the clean
Ag~100! surface where there is no surface reconstruction
cannot be explained by surface umklapp processes. Ind
transitions due to electron-phonon interaction results in
enhancement of the smooth background in the ARPES s
tra, but are unlikely to be the cause of featureI.

An interesting phenomenon of indirect transitions induc
by the surface screening has been recently observe
Ag.24–26This causes the direct transition peak from Ag to
asymmetric with the lower binding energy side of the pe
having higher intensity@see, for example, the direct trans
tion peak shape of Ag~111! in Fig. 4#. While the bulk direct
transition is symmetric, the indirect surface channel is bro
and highly asymmetric. The indirect transition has been
plained to be due to the generally neglected“.A term in the
photoemission matrix element.24 Classically, there is a dis
continuity in the transverse component of the field wh
e(v)Þ1. Microscopically, due to the screening of the inc
dent field by the conduction electrons, the resultant field m
be very different and longitudinal fields may exist in th
surface region. Although the field across the surface regio
continuous in a microscopic theory, a rapid variation of t

FIG. 3. Calculated band structure of Ag alongGX and GL di-
rections~from Fusteret al. in Ref. 37!. The energy scale refers t
the Fermi level.
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perpendicular component ofA across the surface has bee
obtained in theoretical calculations for jellium surfaces.1 The
variation of the screened field, i.e.,“.A, provides momen-
tum perpendicular to the surface since its Fourier transfo
has nonzero amplitude at all frequencies. This can cau
coupling with the lateral momentum parallel to the surfa
due to a variation of the electric field along the surface
surface umklapp processes. Thus, the screened field c
produce momentum required for the indirect transitions a
transitions related to theGL direction to appear as indirec
transitions alongGX.

In order to compare the line shape of featureI with that of
the surface-induced indirect transition, we have subtracte
the inset of Fig. 4, the theoretical direct transition line sha
calculated by Milleret al.24 without the surface contribution
from the experimental spectrum recorded by them with 8
photon energy~see Fig. 3 of Ref. 24!. The subtracted spec
trum ~thick solid line! shows the shape of the indirect tra
sition; it is compared with the Ag~100! spectrum ~filled
circles, inset of Fig. 4! recorded by us withhn58 eV. The
good agreement between these two~both in terms of the
peak position and line shape! indicates that featureI is in-
deed related to the indirect transition part of the photoem
sion signal from theGL direction. In principle, indirect tran-

FIG. 4. Normal emission ARPES spectra for Ag~111! adlayer of
22 ML thickness~open circles! compared with spectra for bulk
Ag~100! single crystal~filled circles! as a function of photon energ
~5–8 eV!. The direct transition feature in Ag~111! is marked byD,
while the indirect transition feature in Ag~100! is marked byI. Inset
shows the experimental~open circle! and calculated~solid line!
ARPES spectra for Ag~111! bulk single crystal surface forhn
58 eV from Miller et al. in Ref. 24 In the inset, difference betwee
experiment and theory~thick solid line! is compared with Ag~100!
spectrum~filled circles! recorded withhn58 eV.
3-4
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ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS ON SILVER SURFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045413 ~2004!
sitions related to other interband transitions could appea
the Ag~100! spectra, but at these low photon energies
only interband transition that is allowed is between the
cupiedG12X48 band and the unoccupiedG15X1 band in the
GL direction ~Fig. 3!.

It is interesting to note that the intensity ofI is remarkably
enhanced by Na deposition~inset, Fig. 2!. This is evident
when we compare the ARPES spectra between c
Ag~100! and Na deposited Ag~100!, recorded with same pho
ton energy. The position of featureI or its width, however,
remains unchanged. To understand the reason for the in
sity enhancement, we point out that the increase in the p
toemission intensity of free-electron-like metals arou
0.8vp is related to the microscopic variation of the elect
field at the surface, i.e., the“.A term.1–3,15 The calculated
photoyield for different free-electron-like metals~Al, Na, K,
Cs! showed that the intensity enhancement is more p
nounced with decreasing electron density.39 This happens be
cause the electron density profile becomes more diffu
which also enhances the“.A term.2 Na deposition on Ag
provides an extras electron which makes the electron char
density profile in thez ~perpendicular to surface! direction
more diffuse. Hence we propose that in analogy with ot
free-electron metals, this enhances the“.A term. Since the
intensity of featureI is related to the strength of the“.A
term as discussed earlier, it is enhanced with deposition
Na. It should be noted that for photoemission experiments
Na deposited Ag~100! ~Fig. 2!, we did not observe any sur
face reconstruction. This implies that the Na coverage is
than 0.2 ML, since above that coverage different surface
constructions are reported in literature.41 However, the origin
of featureI is not related to a surface umklapp process si
even in clean Ag~100! ~with no Na! this feature is observed
~Fig. 1!. A dispersing feature very similar to featureI was
observed on Cs deposited Ag~110! surface where a (231)
reconstruction is observed and the feature was explaine
be due to the PL direct transition observed through surf
umklapp process related to the reconstructed surface
louin zone.40 The similarity of the line shape and dispersio
of the feature in case of cesiated Ag~110! ~see for example,
Fig. 1 and 2 of Ref. 40! and featureI in Na deposited
Ag~100! suggests that both the features have the same or
i.e., surface induced indirect transition related to theG258L28
band in theGL direction.

B. Photoyield

We examine here the collective excitations, and the o
cal response in Ag using AERPY spectroscopy which gi
the photocurrent intensity as a function of photon ener
The AERPY spectra for Ag~100! and~111! adlayers and bulk
single crystals are shown in Fig. 5. The edgelike shape a
lower photon energy side in all the spectra around 2.8 eV
due to the work function cutoff, i.e., the lowest photon e
ergy sufficient to liberate a photoelectron from the sol
While intensity enhancement is observed below 6 eV, in
6–8 eV photon energy region, where the multipole plasm
has been predicted by theory,16 no enhancement is observe
This is true for Ag adlayers of~100! and~111! orientation of
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different thicknesses as well as a Ag~100! single crystal sur-
face~Fig. 5!. In many experiments, Na adlayers were used
decrease the work functionf in order to get access to th
region below 4.5 eV. However, this raises the quest
whether Na induces unwanted effects. In order to elimin
any possible effect of submonolayer Na deposition, exp
ments were performed on Ag surfaces without depositing
~not shown in figure!, but again no enhancement was o
served in the 6–8 eV region. Thus, our present experime
results rule out the existence of a multipole plasmon with
energy around 6.7 eV, in disagreement with the theoret
prediction based on thes-d polarization model.16

The AERPY spectra below 6 eV exhibit a fairly larg
enhancement and several substructures~Fig. 5!; however, the
enhancement is much smaller than that observed in the a
metals, aluminum, and magnesium. A pronounced varia
in intensity as a function of adlayer thickness is observed
order to more closely analyze this low photon energy regi
it is shown in an expanded scale in Fig. 6 for Ag~100!. For 1
ML coverage of Ag, a slowly increasing intensity toward
the work function cutoff is observed. The intensity towar
the work function cutoff may be due to the so called thre
old excitation42 and has been experimentally observed in
kali metal overlayers.28 Between 1 ML and 2.5 ML spectra
besides the increase in the overall intensity, a slight enha
ment is observed between 4.5 and 5.5 eV, although dist
features are not observed. For higher coverage spectra, 3
and beyond, there is a large enhancement of the photo
rent, and three different features can be clearly observe
the AERPY spectra. In order to analyze their intensities a
function of layer thickness, these features have been fi
with three Voigt functions and a smooth background, as d
cussed earlier. At 30 ML coverage, an intense peak at 3
eV ~featureA), a second peak at 4.05 eV~featureB), and a
weak shoulder at the lower energy side of the main pea
3.72 eV~featureC) are identified~Fig. 6!. At 60 ML, peakA
shifts to slightly higher energy~3.85 eV! whereas featureC
shifts to lower energy~3.66 eV! and a dip appears betwee
featuresA andC at 3.76 eV. Clearly, the intensity of featur
A decreases drastically with respect to that of featuresB and
C and at 90 ML a weak featureA8 appears at 3.88 eV. Th

FIG. 5. Angle- and energy-resolved photoyield~AERPY! spec-
tra for ~a! Ag~100! and ~b! Ag~111! for different adlayer thickness
~in monolayers! and single crystal surface. The work function of th
surface has been reduced by submonolayer Na deposition.
spectra are shifted with respect to each other and the zero of
spectrum is shown on the left vertical axis.
3-5
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S. R. BARMAN, C. BISWAS, AND K. HORN PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045413 ~2004!
spectrum for 90 ML is very similar to that of a bulk Ag~100!
crystal, which also has a weak feature at the same ene
There is a minimum in the bulk single crystal spectrum b
tweenA8 andC at about 3.83 eV, which appears at the p
sition of featureA for the adlayers~shown by bold arrow in
Fig. 6!.

In order to understand the origin of the minimum at 3.
eV, we note that for semi-infinite surfaces, it has been th
retically shown that the surface photoabsorption is given1

Y5~12vp
2/v2! Im d'~v! , ~1!

where the prefactor is related to the Fresnel field.d'(v) is
the centroid of the charge density induced by an electric fi
normal to the surface. The signature of vanishing surf
photoyield atvp is the minimum observed at 3.83 eV i
Ag~100! crystal surface. Such a minimum in the photoyie
data has also been observed for K and Al crystal surface6

The reduction of the intensity of featureA with coverage,
ultimately resulting in the minimum at 3.83 eV, indicates th
for the thin adlayers this feature is due to the adlayer-rela
standing-wave-like bulk plasmonvp . This collective mode
arises due to the coupling of the transverse electromagn
wave and the longitudinal fields in the adlayer-substr
region.43 The standing waves are setup in the adlayer du
the reflection of the plasmon wave at the substrate-adsor
and the adsorbate-vacuum interfaces. While the multip

FIG. 6. Angle- and energy-resolved photoyield spectra
Ag~100! adlayers and single crystal surface in the low photon
ergy range. The spectra have been shifted along the vertical ax
the clarity of presentation. The components~featureA—thin solid
line, featureB—dashed line, featureC—thick solid line! of the
fitted spectra are shown below each spectrum, while the total fi
superposed on the experimental spectrum. The minimum at the
plasmon energy between featuresA8 and C is shown by a bold
arrow.
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and surface plasmons exist at the surface of an adlayer
bulk-like plasmon mode in an adlayer is the analog of
antisymmetric collective excitation of a finite slab, spatia
confined to the adlayer~for example, see Fig. 4 in Ref. 5!.
With increasing adlayer thickness, the electrostatic coup
between the two interfaces becomes weaker resulting
decrease of the bulk-like plasmon intensity. The decreas
the intensity of featureA with coverage is thus consisten
with our interpretation of its origin. Such behavior of th
adlayer bulk plasmon has also been observed in alkali m
adlayers.7 The full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the
adlayer bulk plasmon, determined from the fitting, turns o
to be about 0.15 eV. The small humpA8 that is observed in
the Ag~100! single crystal surface at 3.88 eV represents
q.0 longitudinal bulk plasmon mode. Suchq.0 modes of
the bulk plasmon have also been observed in an Al~111!
crystal,6 and in thick K layers on Al~111! just above theq
50 minimum.28 For the 30 ML adlayer of Ag~100!, the spec-
trum is dominated by the high intensity of the standin
wave-like bulk plasmon mode, and hence the low intens
q.0 mode is not separately observed.

FeatureB remains at about the same energy~4.05 eV! in
the adlayers of different thickness as well as for the sin
crystal ~Fig. 6!. In order to ascertain whether this feature
related to photoemission from an initial state band, we h
recorded a set of CIS spectra for bulk Ag~100! as a function
of initial state binding energy~Fig. 7!. We find that featureB
shifts from 4.09 to 4.53 eV for measurements with bindi
energy from 0 to 0.4 eV. In contrast, featuresA andC do not
shift with photon energy. This shows that featureB is related
to a transition from an initial state that disperses towards
Fermi energy as a function of decreasing photon ene
Considering the energy position of featureB, it is clear that it
is due to the indirect transition featureI observed in the
photoemission spectra of Ag~100! ~Fig. 2!. This demon-
strates how important a detailed analysis of photoemiss
spectra is~given here in Sec. III A above! for the interpreta-
tion of photoyield data. It should be noted that the onset

r
-
for

is
lk

FIG. 7. AERPY spectra for the bulk Ag~100! single crystal sur-
face as a function of binding energy~BE! at which the spectra are
recorded in the constant initial state mode. The spectra have
shifted along the vertical axis for clarity. The shift in the position
featureB with binding energy is marked.
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the interband transition from thed states occurs at 3.86 e
and is observed as a sharp absorption edge in the op
spectra.44 This, however, does not influence our photoyie
spectra since the electrons undergoing the interband tra
tion are excited just aboveEF and hence are unable to ove
come the work function; in this sense the photoyield data
easier to interpret.

The AERPY spectra for Ag~111! adlayers are shown in
Fig. 8 as a function of coverage. An enhancement simila
that of Ag~100! is observed with a featureA appearing at 3.8
eV for a 25 ML film, with a higher energy asymmetric ta
(B). At higher thickness (>50 ML), featureA shifts to 3.85
eV and a new feature appears at 3.7 eV~featureC). Gener-
ally speaking, our observations for Ag~111! are very similar
to those of Ag~100!. FeatureA corresponds to the standing
wave-like bulk plasmon mode in the overlayer and decrea
in intensity with increasing thickness. The different comp
nents of the photoyield spectra are fitted with Voigt functio
and the decreasing intensity of the bulk-like plasmon~feature
A, solid line! is clear from the fitting~Fig. 8!. C and B are
clearly observed at higher coverages as separate fea
when the intensity of the dominant bulk plasmon is reduc
FeatureB is related to the direct transition~see Fig. 4! from
the L band in theGL direction normal to the Ag~111! sur-
face. The minimum at 3.78 eV in the 100 ML spectrum
related to the vanishing surface photoabsorption at the b
plasmon energy, while the feature above it is theq.0 bulk
plasmon of the overlayer, as observed in the case of Ag~100!.
At intermediate coverages, featureA has contributions from
both the standing-wave-like bulk plasmon as well as theq
.0 bulk plasmon. A notable difference between the~100!
and ~111! surfaces is that the photoyield intensity is mo
enhanced in the~111! surface~Fig. 5!. This has been ob

FIG. 8. AERPY spectra for Ag~111! adlayers in the low photon
energy range. The components~featureA—thin solid line, feature
B—dashed line, featureC—thick solid line! of the fitted spectra are
shown below each spectrum, while the total fit is superposed on
experimental spectrum.
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served also in previous total photoyield measurements
different crystal faces of Ag, and is probably related to t
difference in the screening of thes electrons by thed band.45

Finally, we turn to the discussion of the origin of featu
C which occurs around 3.7 eV. This feature occurs just be
the minimum at 3.83 eV, which corresponds to the bulk pl
mon energy~Fig. 6!. SinceC occurs at 3.7 eV, which is very
close tovs ~3.63–3.69 eV atqi50 from literature46,47! it is
important to examine whether it could be related to t
monopole surface plasmon. This mode is not excited by
dinary reflection of light from a metal surface because of
avoided crossing of the light line with the surface plasmo2

However, for rough surfaces,vs may be excited by light,
although this has not been observed in AERPY meas
ments on other polished crystal surfaces and epita
layers.6,28 vs was also not observed in the optical absorpti
spectrum of polycrystalline Ag films44 which are probably
rougher than the single crystalline Ag surface. Hence,
thoughvs is not expected in the Ag photoyield spectra, w
have deliberately sputtered the sample to increase sur
roughness. We find that the intensity of featureC decreases
for the sputtered surface, indicating that it is not related
surface roughness inducedvs .

Although there is no definitive experimental test to asc
tain whether a photoyield peak is related to the multip
plasmon, there are indicators, based on which conclusion
be drawn. Since featureC is not related tovs , we examine
the possibility of it being interband transition related. Featu
C remains unchanged in energy if the initial state bindi
energy for recording the CIS spectra is varied~Fig. 7! and
there is no feature in the photoemission spectra corresp
ing to it, unlike featureB. Thus, we conclude that it is no
interband transition related. For free-electron-metal surfa
vm occurs at about 0.8–0.85 ofvp , i.e., betweenvp and
vs .2 In the case of Ag, the position of featureC is between
vp andvs ~at 0.97vp). Due to the presence of the multipo
plasmon peak, there is a sharp upturn in the AERPY spe
just below thevp minimum for a bulk single crystal surface
This has been observed for both Al~111! and ~100! crystals
and a thick K film on Al.6,7 The line shape of featureC also
exhibits this sharp increase just below thevp minimum, as
clearly seen in Fig. 9. These facts would indicate that feat
C is probably related to the multipole plasmon. Moreov
unlike the bulk plasmon, the multipole plasmon should
observable for both adlayers as well as the crystal surfa
This is indeed so, as shown in Fig. 6. For adlayers, w
increasing coverage the intensity ratio of the bulk to mu
pole plasmon should decrease and for sufficiently thick fil
~or the single crystal surface! this ratio should be zero.7 This
trend is also observed in Fig. 6. Finally, the multipole pla
mon should be observable on all different crystal faces of
same material at about the same energy. In the present
featureC is clearly observed on both~100! and ~111! faces.
Another interesting aspect is the variation of the width
featureC andA ~bulk plasmon! with coverage. With increas
ing coverage, the FWHM of featureC increases, while tha
of featureA decreases. For example, for Ag~111! adlayers,
featureC ~A! FWHM varies from about 0.09~0.26! eV at 25
ML to 0.22 ~0.08! at 100 ML. A similar behavior has bee

he
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reported for the Na and K multipole
and bulk plasmon FWHM as a function of adlay
thickness.7

Interestingly, we find that the intensity of featureC in-
creases if extra amounts of Na are deposited on the Ag~100!
surface~Fig. 9!. Deposition of Na on Ag not only provide
extras electrons to the surface but also makes the elect
density profile at the surface more diffuse. This effect,
discussed earlier, is known to enhance the intensity of
multipole plasmon.2 Hence, the increase in intensity of fe
ture C with increasing Na deposition is another indicati
that it is related to the multipole plasmon~Fig. 9!. Even for
coverages as low as 0.3 ML, the multipole plasmon featur
clearly observed. Below 0.3 ML, the work function cutoff
at higher energy and it interferes with featureC ~not shown
in Fig. 9!. For higher coverages above 1 ML, features rela
to the Na multipole and adlayer related bulk plasmon
observed at about 4.6 and 5.6 eV, respectively~not shown!.
This is expected because as the Na adlayer becomes th
it can support Na related modes, as observed in our ea
work on alkali metal adlayers on Al.5,7

It should be noted that photoyield measurements in
photon energy range cannot be performed on Ag with
decreasing its work function~4.3 eV! by alkali metal depo-
sition. However, no interband transitions related to Na
expected at this photon energy and there are no feature
the photoyield spectrum of Na at 3.7 eV.5,7 Thus, it seems
plausible that featureC is due to an intrinsic multipole plas
mon mode on the Ag surface, which is enhanced by
deposition. In ELS-LEED measurements, where work fu
tion reduction is not required, a feature at 3.74 eV
Ag~110! and Ag~111! surfaces has been observed and id
tified to be the multipole surface plasmon.17 The reason for
the difference in the multipole plasmon position between
measurement~3.7 eV! and with ELS-LEED~3.74 eV! is be-
cause in photoyield theqi50 mode is observed, while in
ELS the detected mode isqi'0 due to the finite aperture o
the detector.48

The existing theoretical results on Ag do not support
existence of a Ag multipole plasmon belowvp . The imagi-
nary part ofd'(v), which is proportional to the total surfac

FIG. 9. AERPY spectra for bulk Ag~100! crystal surface as a
function of Na deposition (,1 ML) on the surface. An increase i
featureC intensity is clearly observed.
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absorption@see Eq.~1!#, has been calculated for Ag using th
s-d polarization model by TDLDA.16,23 Im d'(v) is found
to be negative betweenvs andvp , but no evidence for the
multipole plasmon is seen.23 Im d'(v) has been calculated
at energies higher than the interband onset using thes-d
polarization model. For negative values ofzd (521.2ao , zd

is the boundary of thed electron medium, see Fig. 1 in Re
16!, a multipole plasmon peak has been predicted at 6.7 e16

zd , which is the only parameter in the calculation, has be
taken to be21.2ao because for this value ofzd the positive
surface plasmon dispersion in EELS experiments is reas
ably reproduced by thes-d polarization model. Forzd50,
however, the multipole plasmon peak is not observed in
calculation. Our present experimental results do not sup
the above theoretical result, since no yield enhancemen
observed in the predicted energy region~around 6.7 eV! for
the multipole plasmon. In the case of Li, in spite of th
presence of a strong lattice potential which damped the
layer bulk plasmon, the multipole plasmon was observe5

TDLDA calculations showed that both the Li bulk plasmo
and the multipole plasmon were red-shifted in energy fr
their free-electron values due to the lattice potential. In
case of Ag we also find that both the bulk plasmon as wel
the multipole plasmon are red-shifted in energy due to
presence of the 4d bands.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Photoyield studies on Ag adlayers exhibit the standin
wave-like bulk plasmon excitation, which diminishes in i
tensity as layer thickness increases. The Ag multipole p
mon mode is not observed above the interband onset aro
6.7 eV, in disagreement with the prediction of thes-d polar-
ization model. This indicates a possible shortcoming of
s-d polarization model in describing the Ag multipole pla
mon. We relate a feature observed at 3.7 eV to the multip
plasmon excitation mode. This feature increases in inten
with Na deposition (<1 ML) on Ag. Our work should mo-
tivate further theoretical work on Ag surface response
yond thes-d polarization model. Angle-resolved photoemi
sion with low photon energies on Ag~100! reveal a
dispersing feature which is related to surface mediated in
rect transitions. The signature of this feature is observed
in the photoyield spectra demonstrating that the understa
ing of photoyield spectra is intimately related to photoem
sion.
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